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New impetus for change

Chernobyl Forum provides impetus to 
revise policy framework for Chernobyl

– Today’s points drawn from Ukraine study
– Policies differ from country to country, but 

findings are applicable more widely
– Recognize that policy shifts, especially 

involving benefit revisions, are difficult



Policy response: Ukraine

Three main phases:
1. Emergency response (1986-1991)
2. Mitigation of consequences (1991-2001)

• Benefit system takes shape

3. From welfare dependence to social and 
economic growth (2002-present)

• Mobilize and support affected communities
• Organize self-governing structures to take the 

lead in planning, managing own recovery



Legal framework: the Ukraine case

Two fundamental laws
– “Status and social protection of the population 

who suffered from the Chernobyl catastrophe”
• Governs assistance to Chernobyl victims

– “Legal regime of territories radioactively 
contaminated following the catastrophe”
• Defines radiation zones and their classification, 

safety standards, permitted activities
• Prohibitive law: defines what may NOT be 

done in each zone category

Plus inconsistent secondary legislation



A vicious circle of irrevocable commitments 
and inadequate means

Military-style, top-down response to 
reactor disaster; little attention paid to 
costs or economic consequences, non-
market conditions prevent assessment

Ukraine’s constitution guarantees current 
level of assistance and privileges

Benefits and privileges, once 
granted, become irrevocable, 
without respect for financial 
constraints

Promotes dependency culture, and undermines 
efforts to overcome the social and economic 
consequences of the Chernobyl catastrophe



Squaring the circle: A new 
paradigm

Revising the paradigm:

“Strategy for Recovery” developed in 2002
Findings gain added support from Chernobyl 
Forum’s conclusions re: health, environment
Emphasis on integration of Chernobyl 
populations into mainstream of society
Focus on developing self-sufficiency, 
enabling people to take control of own lives
Need to integrate social assistance, where 
possible, into mainstream provision



Proposed policy changes

Enact de-zoning

Revise zone definitions
Lift status of “contaminated territories”
Enable commercial activities under relevant 
national legislation
Overhaul benefits that depend on zoning status



Proposed policy changes

Provide sound radiation monitoring

De-zoning depends on sound, accessible 
information on contamination
Monitoring should be regular and credible, 
open to media scrutiny
Participation of affected communities is 
necessary
Monitoring should cover goods produced in 
Chernobyl territories to show consumers that 
standards are met



Proposed policy changes

Improve economic environment

Revise legislation to encourage local economic 
development
Combine policy revision at national level …
… with special measures at local level
Enable greater fiscal decentralization
Facilitate access to credit through trust funds, 
credit unions, cooperative banks
Adopt international product certification



Proposed policy changes

Revamp financial transfers to individuals

Improve benefits targeting
Undertake conceptual redesign
Distinguish between assistance linked to 
radiation absorbed by individuals and 
radiation level of territories 
Offer “buy-out” of benefit entitlements, 
providing seed finance for new businesses 



Proposed policy changes

Revamp financial transfers to local 
governments

Seek bargain between center and 
regions/local communities
Trade Chernobyl-related funding for greater 
resources left at the disposal of local 
governments, communities
Local communities administrations have 
better sense of pressing needs



Concluding thoughts

Policy changes, especially involving 
benefits, are “easier said than done”
Democratic discussion, consent essential
Need for revision is clear, even urgent, in 
light of unsustainable financial burden
Findings of Chernobyl Forum scientists 
underscore the necessity of change
UNDP ready to provide expertise to 
support policy debate in three countries
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